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I. INTRODUCTION

This poster presents two GPU implementations of norma-
lized mutual information (NMI) for a two-step image registra-
tion used in version 1.0 of the Photogrammetric Registration
of Imagery from Manned and Unmanned Systems (PRIMUS)
pipeline [1]. This fully-automated, sensor-agnostic application
enables the precise geolocation of aerial and orbital imagery,
a fundamental building block for accurate geographic applica-
tions and data analysis. In PRIMUS, NMI is used for coarse
and refined alignment of multi-spectral imagery, referred to
as global localization and registration, respectively. However,
different algorithms have been implemented in CUDA to fit
the different characteristics of each alignment.

Although NMI is commonly used to register images from
different modalities [2], GPU implementations usually focus
on single coefficient computation leveraging entropy appro-
ximation calculus or generating histograms with a limited
number of bins [3][4][5]. However, for our use case, we
need to generate the full joint-histogram of 65,536 bins to
mitigate the loss of accuracy due to compression that occurs
when reducing the image-intensity range from 16-bit to 8-
bit, needed to leverage most of the functions in OpenCV
library. It is also important to note that our use case involves
a mask that indicates valid pixels that are considered for the
NMI coefficient computation this adds to the computational
complexity and uniqueness of our solution but can significantly
improve its overall accuracy. Our preliminary approaches
target the NVIDIA Tesla K80, not only to leverage the global
memory available on the GPU but also its queue manager,
which lends themselves well to our specific problem.

II. NORMALIZED MUTUAL INFORMATION

In image processing, the NMI coefficient is used as a
similarity measurement between two images with different
modalities. It is derived from the entropies of the two images
H(I1) and H(I2) and their joint entropy H(I1, I2).

NMI(I1, I2) = (H(I1) +H(I2))/H(I1, I2)

H(I) = −
∑n

i P (i) log2 P (i)

The entropy H(I) is derived from the probability distribu-
tion P of the intensity values i for each valid pixel. Here it
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corresponds to the normalized histograms for the valid pixels
in both images and to the normalized joint-histogram.

III. COARSE ALIGNMENT - GLOBAL LOCALIZATION

A. Dense Joint-Histogram for Full Image Matching
Our coarse alignment is based on image template matching

performed on reduced resolution images. In the PRIMUS
pipeline, the original images are resized by a factor ∼20×.
Since resizing affects accuracy via loss of resolution and
aggregation of intensity values, global localization has been
designed as an exhaustive search of the solution space. As a
proof of concept, the problem has been simplified to a rigid
deformation: translation with no scaling. This assumption can
be made since a sensor model contained in the metadata of
the images and corresponding terrain data are used to initialize
the relative position and resolution of the images. The solution
space is therefore all possible translations of the source image
over the control image. As a concrete example of figure 1,
for a resized source image of 500x100 pixels and a control
image of 1,200x300 pixels, there exist 700×200 = 140,000
NMI coefficients to be calculated.

Fig. 1. Example of the inputs and output for the coarse alignment.

B. Approach
Our preliminary kernel only currently leverages the global

memory of one GPU of the NVIDIA Tesla K80. To avoid
thread synchronization and atomic operations we compute one
NMI coefficient per thread. Through testing we have chosen
blocks with 128 threads to optimize memory storage, reduce
memory access, and minimize divergence from conditional
statements. Contrary to a kernel that would compute one
NMI coefficient at a time with the CPU launching as many
kernels as the number of coefficients, this implementation
saves time by launching only one kernel encompassing all the
computations using the internal GPU queue manager to iterate
over the number of blocks.

C. Results
The following experiment has been designed to evaluate the

performance of the kernel with respect to the number of co-
efficients to be computed. A source image of 512×256 pixels
and control images ranging from 527×383 to 991×383 pixels



were used to generate from 2048 to 61,440 NMI coefficients.
While the first variant of the kernel K1 simply uses the mask
values (0 or 1) to increment the joint-histogram considering
the entire source image, the second implementation K2 uses
a conditional statement to access only the valid pixels to
increment the joint-histogram.

Although similar timings are reported for K1 and K2 with
all valid data (131,072 pixels), fig. 2, the timing when the mask
contains 50% of valid data (65,536 pixels), K2*, is almost cut
by half. We believe this to be due to a decrease in 1) memory
accesses to the pixel values of both images, 2) computations
of the corresponding index to the histogram, and 3) increment
operations of the histogram entries. In addition, the way our
problem is set up reduces the likelihood of diverging threads
within a block since it is likely that neighbors of a masked
pixel are likely masked themselves.

Fig. 2. Kernel performance with respect to the number of solutions.

IV. REFINED ALIGNMENT - REGISTRATION

A. Sparse Joint-Histogram for Keypoint Descriptor Matching
Our refined alignment is based on keypoint matching be-

tween images at higher resolution, once they are coarsely
aligned. Keypoints are detected in the source image and
corresponding keypoints are searched within a given window
in the control image using spatial knowledge, fig. 3. This
transforms the problem from section III-A into matching an
11×11 pixel template keypoint descriptor, extracted from the
source image with a 73×73 pixel sub-image from the control
image creating the need for 3,969 NMI coefficients to be
computed per keypoint. This requires a different approach to
implement the NMI computation since an individual keypoint
matching problem is at a different scale than the approach
described in section III-B. Furthermore, masking is no longer
necessary since keypoints and descriptors are only found and
defined within the valid pixel areas.

Fig. 3. Example of the inputs and outputs for the refine alignment.

B. Approach
Similar to the first approach this kernel also leverages global

memory to store and access joint-histogram data. However
the algorithm was designed such that one block is computing
the 63x63 NMI coefficients associated with one keypoint.
In other words, the kernel has as many blocks as keypoints
in the source image. Another difference is that each block
has 64 threads (1 idle) with each thread computing 63 NMI
coefficients. Shared memory is used to store all the coefficients
for subsequent search of the best solution. An important
optimization for this particular algorithm is to leverage the size

of the descriptor. The fact that the joint-histogram of 65536
bins only contains at most 121 distinct values allows us to use
a list to store the histogram entries. The list is kept locally for
each thread during the histogram generation for easy access
during entropy computation, fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The joint-histogram indices
are computed from the intensity
values of the images and stored for
future use.

Fig. 5. Kernel performance with
respect to the number of keypoints

C. Results
A straightforward experiment was designed to time the ker-

nel with respect to the number of keypoints. The performance
shows a linear increase of the time with respect to the number
of keypoints. As a result one can see that only 100 seconds is
required to process more than 58K keypoints and to compute
more than 230M NMI coefficients, fig. 5.

This tailored implementation of NMI coefficient computa-
tion may be of interest for similarity measurements of small
size descriptors where the scale dimension resides in the
number of measurements to be computed and not in the size
of the data. If PRIMUS is generalized so it can run on other
hardware, that implementation should consider less global
memory usage.

V. DISCUSSION

This preliminary work highlights the need for multiple
NMI algorithms depending on the specifications of the im-
agery and particular use cases. We presented two unique
GPU implementations to compute NMI coefficients without
compromising on the 65,536-bin joint-histogram, even for the
global localization where a mask increases the computational
complexity. For this work, our target GPU was only one of the
two GPUs present on the NVIDIA Tesla K80 but we plan to
expand our research to leverage the additional computational
power of the full device. A significant amount of research
and development is still needed to optimize NMI algorithms
for imagery applications where either the images themselves
and/or the solution space are larger than the memory and
computation resources on the GPU.
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